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HERITAGE
before reggie 
  I was reginald.

before reginald 
  I was rj.

before rj was salvation
for my mother had prayed 
and so i came 
 tradition
gave this urge its name.

called american
  i was black

before black 
  i was negro

before negro 
  i was african

before african 
  i was bantu

before bantu i was only a man
i clutched my warm spear and knew 
all the world was in my hands.

before manhood 
  i was human    

before human 
  i was animal  

before animal 
  i was organism    
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before organism 
  i was molecule

before molecule
  i was energy

and before that energy
  was potential

and time was not  

and truth was not

and neither were lies

and I was not

and all was naught

for all this not  
a knot of time
of space and mind 
became the all 
i know and love

so why the blood? 

for what the dead? 

they dying scream and in my brain 

emerge the stream 
of consciousness
  
so do I be 
or merely  seem
a dream  
within some 
   other dream?
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THE GENIUS CHILD RECALLS 
A VISIT TO THE DENTIST

this tooth 
erupts 
and spills its blood

and i am 9
remember

and strapped in chair
i shut my eyes
  and rise to see

the mask 
the hands
the mouth 
the mind

my mother
outside
my father
outside

my bloodsop mouth
not numb

too tight 
these belts on arm 
my veins  alarm

and then the blood arrives

where teeth that cracked 
had cut the air

and closed the dream
and culled the child

  and let my yearning in
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saying let the blood
and let the cry 

in blood
in mouth
in time
of mirrors
and blooming gas
of bubblegum

of pricks that 
would not dull
a scream 
that leapt
  like blood
at a door
 forever shut

let it all 
rise

like shock snuffed in a room

like the sun on my feet

like an abscess 
disguised as a boy

like a head 
evacuated 

of its teeth
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THE GENIUS CHILD 
CONSIDERS WHITENESS 
AT CHRISTMASTIME

what it mean?

what it mean to be white at christmastime 
in a city where it snows 
and every store plays holiday music 
to get your buying juices going?

what it mean to be white and free to keep unresolved 
the  penetrating conundrum of your face on billboards 
your family smiling & frowning & thinking & negotiating 
on every channel?

what it mean to be white and sold to? 
what it mean to be white and want soul too?
what it mean to be white and exonerated 
cause nobody told you
 but who did you tell? 

what it mean to be white 
and not have to tell nobody nothing?
     what it mean to be? 

what it mean to be white and tired of being called racist 
‘cause your ancestors owned no niggers 
and besides 
they came over after slavery had long ended? 
what it mean to have your picture taken at ellis island? 
what it mean to know your daddy 8 generations back?  
what it mean to be a direct descendant of richard the lionheart 
or joan of arc?  to have owned a summer home in 1938?
to note the indelicacy of color pride?   what it mean?

what it mean to put color aside 
and have everybody believe you
that matters
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what it mean to matter?

what it mean to have achievement gaps working in your favor?

what it mean to not be scared of police?
what it mean to be scared of boys like me?
what it mean to have penis envy?
what it mean to manifest destiny?

what you hear when you sing the national anthem

what it mean to be mad at michael vick for killing those dogs 
but okay with bush for letting new orleans wait 3 days for water

what it mean?

what it mean to have white guilt?

what it mean to miss the good ole days 

what it mean to be white and black balled? 
black listed?
what it mean to be white on black friday?

what it mean to unparadoxically love agatha christie 
joseph conrad  t.s. eliot  thomas jefferson  clarence thomas 
or herman cain? what it mean to be white? 

what it mean to be white and to love black people? 
to be white and to love what you cannot see 

what it mean to be on the other side of the train tracks?
to mold the arc of the moral universe with a second thought

what it mean to have the answer to the problem i am
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what it mean to have the answer 
to every problem 
but one?

what it mean to not have to give a damn 
about all these problems

what it mean to be able to forget?

what it mean to be representative of a sick nation 
and still be the envy of the world?

what it mean to name the planets after your gods

what it mean to picture god as yourself 
on a holiday 
when every store plays white christmas 
in a city that snows in winter 
and to miss the irony  

completely

ESCHATOLOGY
the world 
begins to end
when there are no longer 
any stories 
convincing enough 
to sustain it
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6 TIPS ON SURVIVING THE SOUTH 
IF YOU’RE A BLACK BOY

1. 
Stay indoors. In addition to putting a barrier between you 

-
ing you from the sun’s intense rays, which will only make 
you blacker.

2.
Get an S-Curl. Your newly acquired good hair might throw 
the dogs off your scent a little while. You can tell people you 
have Spanish in you and it decided to resurface. Better yet,

3. 
Cut off all that unruly hair. Crop it close to your head. Extract 
those gold teeth. Exchange them for cash. Buy a belt. Pull 
your pants to your waist.  Burn every closeted hoodie. Stop 
resembling the thugs of popular imagination.

4. 
If you must stand out, let it be for speaking forcefully about 
Jesus. Be certain they know you didn’t vote for Obama. If you 
did, make haste to make distance from your formerly racist 
ways and declare yourself changed. Join the Tea Party.

5. 
Put on a uniform. Any uniform, it doesn’t matter: Army, 
Navy, Mickey Ds, Popeye’s, Walmart. There are a thousand 

6. 
Concede that white women are the apex of beauty. Hence, 
OJ was a monster. That Florida murder mom was a travesty 
primarily because she kept a white woman from growing up. 
Tiger was, like all of you, a dog. If for some reason they are 
not convinced, demonstrate your healthy terror of negroid 
women. Tremble when you speak of amazons like Michelle 
Obama, Serena Williams, your mother.
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Splendid Discipline (2012)
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Ethereal ‘I’ (2010)
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WHAT THE STRANGER SAID:
if i came in a body burdened with silence 
with knees that curved inward when i walked
with a thick tongue that slowed my words to mumbles 

if i came in ashen skin 
the searing bones cut with buboes 
or in a mouth that refused its teeth 

if i came in a body stinking of meat, eyes wild 
with the memory of the sons I left for the coyotes 
to drag crackling back to the father, 
would you recognize me?

and could you see me if 

i lay prostrate, begging for coins 
in a voice too soft to shout 

could you see me then as i am  
that I am 
mere, meek 
a blessing in this guise 
a glory made righteous in a city of failing conscience  
 
if i told you i’d be dead by morning 
would you suffer me the coins in your pocket
the clothes from your back 
the respect of each elder you neglected in youth 
when you cursed your fate for all the things it made you lose

would you 
could you 
recognize your face 
if you met you in a stranger 
if in each body a mirror 
in each hunger a symbol for souls severed from their source
would you notice a message in a language you do not speak:
menemene 
tekel 
u pharsin
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do you know in whose hands you wander

of what form is your hunger

could you stake your claim to a moment 
that kept slipping through 

if i told you your story 
would you notice the author?

  “I don’t get much time to think” (2013)
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ENGLEWOOD
cop dog
drug mule
gray streets
stole youth
sore thumbs
blunt force
your name
shift course

black boy
broke home
bad blood
dead dome
gray street
sharp stone

die alone

night fall
cold rain
dry tear
wild brain
green line
red line
englewood
no time

black lips
sore eyes
stink swells
gut bites
wet street
lockdown
rahm say
our town
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your way
bare lots
sirens
gun shots
south side
boombox
chief keef
black blocks

gd
lamron
hell bent
hell song
hell bound
hell home
help us!
none comes

schoolhouse
doors close
food scarce
trees gone
hair loss
swell gums
infect
bloodborne

black boy
cold core
feet hurt
soul sore
your blocks
your score
what you
cryin for
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AUTUMN IN THE YEAR OF YEARNING
i want to put my mouth where i can feel the hum of your 
body’s city unfold. i want to speak to your passageways like wind. 
i want to taste every lake of your discretion.

i want to open the book you keep between your legs and read with 

i want you in the wintertime, in the shower, to the music of your 
voice, our bodies concealed by steam.i want you after shower, on a 

i want you dripping from my beard when i go to a board meeting.i 
want you dripping from my mouth when i pray. i want to pray to 
your creator in gratitude.

i want you wide open.

i want you wide open.

i want you open so wide i can see what your nudity conceals. i 
want you open so wide i can hear the reassuring voices in your 
head. i want to open so wide you can hear the poetry in my mind, 
ineffable, whispering a verse i did not know i would keep. 

i want you for my own. i want you time alone. i want time alone 
with you and your thoughts. i want thought alone with you and 
time. i want time to tell you all the things i want to do with you.

i want to put my ear to your shell and hear the ocean. i want to put 
my ear to your chest and hear my people. i want to put my tongue 
to your skin and recall that the last time i tasted anything this sweet 
i was in africa. 

fruit of the sun, i want to admire you like summertime admires 

becomes entangled in its destiny. i want to be lost in your story. i 
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to make it easy.

i want to make it easy, but not too easy.

i don’t want to come on too strong.

i don’t want to come on too quick.

i want to slow each breath. i want to treat each breath like a prayer.

eternity. i want each breath to remind me that there is no ending 
but only the dawn stretching past what can be done with bodies 
or words or moments but deeper to where a truth blooms so wide 
we are beyond denial. each breath a revival. each breath revelation. 
each breath wanted, hoped for, visited with heads bowed and eyes 
closed and the arc of bone rocking like a vessel in turbulent waters. 

open

like the music you send me through as i wander the avenues of 
-

ment of bone.

i want to open my eyes and remember i am dreaming.

to lose track of sound.

to murmur 
like a cold november evening 
when the lights in the city have been brought low, 
and the spirit of the age can be felt 
in every breath of smoke,
and in every whine of timber.
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ON FRIENDSHIP: 
A LETTER FROM J-MB
TO HIS LOVER FREEDA

Dear Freeda:

A cloud has descended between us. The world is a blue mist. 
And we are separate continents, burning in the shadows of 
our silent histories.

I have known you longer than I have known how to name. The 

in my dreams. Walls of marble carved with gargoyles and po-
etry. A litany of missteps stuffed into cracks.

Dear Freeda, we are like two ideas that trembled out of the 
void. Naked. Ingenue. We are like one tree above and below 
the ground. We are like the cycle of a day. What can I say about 

smoldering in the universe. We are like mirrors looking into 
mirrors.

When you stopped painting, I wondered if the spirits had 
found you again. Our haunted prison like a silhouette. The 
cloud’s effervescent curve a song of memorial sorrow. When 
you stopped painting I wanted to paint for you. Paint into you. 
Outline your shadow and cast your image against the wall. I 
wanted to remind you of your other name.

Few things are benign in this place. Each escape is temporary. 
Ours is anachronism: you, my child, died before I was born. 
And yet I know you like I know the captive shudder of my 
own sleepwalking voice. 
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Dear Freeda: let the dreams come. This world is a tired place, 
and shifty. It wants you desperate with questions. Let the 
stranger come to know the stranger in its strangeness. Let 
clouds be clouds. Let water be life between our continents, 
moving the stories of those who will claim us, who will fash-
ion arches of our glorious rumor.

Listen: the only serious thing is humor. All the rest is pretense. 
Let us be while there is time enough in this form. After, when 
our parts have returned to amalgam, let the scavengers defend 
their theories. We’ll have nothing to do with any of it.

With sincerity, amor.

J-M

“I paint self-portraits because I am so often alone, because I am the 

person I know best.” -Frida Kahlo

“Occasionally, when I get mad at a woman, I’ll do some great, awful 

painting about her.” -Jean-Michel Basquiat
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BLACK BLACK
you paranoiac black

how the wind blows back

buzz on your toes johnny walker  black
ask one mo question
you gon get yo answer jack
cry all you want
you can’t have yo grandma back   

deal with it 
blackjack
barely 21 & already got a bad back black
& a baby boy in a womb
who one day soon’s gonna cry all night for lack

africa black
beast in the blood
block pops at night and in summer sun 
when 16 years old
is enough years to die black 

so why try 
black?
why cry black?

stack paper of babel & still
can’t speak to God black
else your words fall on deaf ears 
cause the deity don’t speak back

bluemoon blues tune in the alleyway 
or the pews crack-
head say: gimme a dollar & 
I’ll tell you the news -- it’s black
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as the spit of a pimp 
turned preacher
warning you to be wary of exorcism

not every unwanted a demon
in this time to end all time

we all hungry out here 
our bellies troubled as the hole
that they threw cabrini green in

and way before that, yeah
  
you black like that

black hole black

black as the cracks 
in this cold world’s soul
    black
as sleepy eyes 
in a shantytown shack
staring through the slats
at a sparklin 
star fall 
and thinkin  

how merciful

the earth takes us all 

back.
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A TEXT MESSAGE 
TO MY INQUISITOR

the watched pot never boils

but how could you know 
unless you looked
whether in some hidden space
the dark did not startle awake
its wide subaltern energy 
radiating
a guttural indictment of your name  

how could you know 
unless you looked
that it was not 
stalking you in ist secrets 
burning at its core
to dismantle the scaffolding 
of your dream?

dark men 
in dark rooms conspire 
to cinch the string of clarity
it is well known

that saltskinned men with saracen smiles
concieve the dimensions of graves
beside their own
that so little to them exists
beyond death and satiation
appetite and sacrilegious force

hardheaded men
women
children

of the world
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who agitate on cells
to swarm the circle 
with epistemic chaos

and so you scour 
the surfaces
for the data of their breach

the justness of blood

listen:

the darkness outside has fallen
inside, it persists

the empty behind us is growing
the question has no end

by men

the pot refuses to boil

its mystery held
by a dogged will
to under the watchful eye of vigil

hold still
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 
ON RJ EL

Frequent bedwetter into late teens.
Never kissed a girl until age 19. 
Also lost virginity that year.

Grows uneven facial hair.
Fierce widow’s peak.
Cried a lot until he suddenly couldn’t anymore. 
Jury’s still out as to why.

Was once thought gay by his parents when he wore a towel 
over his entire torso instead of just over the lower half.

Has intense eyes.
Has con-man cheeks.
Looks like someone you can trust.
Therefore: do not trust him.

Has been accused of breaking a few hearts.

Is regularly type-cast. 
who am i?  who am i?

Once caught a nearly deadly strain of chickenpox.
Knocked out his two front teeth. 
Stopped smiling.  
Was told that his mouth’s gonna get him in trouble one day.

Has been mistaken for other people or other types of people 
as as result of not opening his mouth.
Feels like a narcissist for looking in a mirror.
Feels like a pervert for looking at a woman. 

don’t you dare whistle
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Has said no to sex.
Has said no to sex and still went through with it.

Has stripped down in the presence of his enemies.

has only one enemy

or thereabouts. 
Only a nub remains on each hand.

Was born with a hernia.

was born a hernia

Is afraid sometimes of his own body but has been told 
enough to loosen up
To dance
To hold his hands this way
To look this way but not that
To carry his shoulders back
To stopacting like a girl. A boy. A child.
One of those men.
A white. A black.
A thug. A nerd.
Like you’re scared.
Like you’re not.
Like you know it all.
Like you know nothing. 

like your mother didn’t raise you right 

and what you do therefore is mine too 
so watch your mouth 

or else
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JAVON CONSIDERS THE BOTTOM
the bottom 
will change you.

among the people you hate 
because they embarrass you so
your people, the vanishing.

make no mistake 
their deaths are loaded with purpose. 
the signifyin’ monkey does not go gentle 
into that good night,
   no,
he kicks at the rear windows of police cruisers till they disjoint. 

every church, every liquor store, every bodega 
incinerated by his rage...

signify, monkey.

act like you don’t know what you are, 
what you’ve always been, 
where yo mama came from 
jawjuh, n’awlins, mississippi, alabama
a little white lie in every respectable negro family
chuckling at the heart of every afro american myth 

  
a human animal 
livid with the gravity of her own 
mispronounced name  
her spoiled rotten face  
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this is the way her world ends: 
not with a bang 
but with a pimper--

“tyrone  you  are  the father!”
 
and the son. and the holy spirit.
    the holy ghost      
the spook who coasts absences, a particle 
impossible to pinpoint when child support is due
he treats his babies like he treats his semen--
get it? disposable. 
for a woman to carry or spit out in the garbage
it’s hard to swallow  
the bottom like a bebe’s kids real life rerun
pickaninnies with deep african baritones 
enhanced for mystery 
enhanced for comedy

they’ve taken great liberty 
with a certain kind of reality 
stretched it so wide you forgot 
whose mind it came from

life 
imitates art 
in the ghetto

art 
imitates product 
in america  

follow the money and life is an american invention
prepackaged and vaccuum sealed 
so none of the juices get out and spoil the party

peel back the ghetto 

its diabetic gut
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a slew of syringes
and a breach of contract

 to whom it may concern:
 
 keep this nigger boy running
 
 he’s good at it
 jumping too
 i do declare 
 he might be able to leap his way 
 right into our hearts!
 
 dear jumping bean, jungle jim,

 if only you let us call you uncle again!
 there is pride in being a good racehorse
 mlk said that
 well not in so many words
 but the reverend doctor never met lebron james 

 just like his ancestors 
   (cept this one always comes back)
 call him boomerang black
 john henry with an endorsement deal
 outplowing a donkey 
 outpushing a train 
 transplanting a heart 
 concealing a brain  
 it’s a survival mechanism
 just ask herman cain
  (he only said he didn’t know the president 
  of uzbekibekibekistanstan 
  cause he didn’t wanna blow his cover)
 he recognizes a gotcha question 
 when he sees one
   and besides everybody knows
 that the ending of cash
 is cash
 that the answer to the one million dollar question is
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 god bless america

 time is money
 stop wasting hours
 start making dollars  

it’s a battle royale out there for the bottom dwellers
like crabs in a bucket trying to scramble their way out
pinching each other’s spindly legs
darting their wiry eyes about
celebrating all night 
when someone shouts 
their corner of the universe out

crabs everywhere
throwin’ up gang signs

scattering at the crack of gunshots in broad daylight 

the crab as chaos    
the boy as crustacean 
he should have been a pair of ragged claws

hiding in the basement
better not sneeze 
or they’ll pepper your shelter 
and erase you  
again

in this race to the end
somebody’s gotta lose.
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either dignity or history 
and everybody’s gotta choose   
you can’t have it both ways you african-
american

you black
person 

you woman
of color 
 
you dweller of the bottoms of bottom
you bluespeople alight with liminality 
you re fu gee
you think you know but you have no idea
you can’t handle the truth  
you Preamble the truth

you grandstand in the face of fury you 
petulant purist!
purplemouth murderer of all we hold sacred!
cornerstore miscreant!  

with all that absence? 
how you jimcrow your way 
into the lyrics of rappers?  

your songs 
the ones everybody wants to dance to
your life 
is what everybody is yelling about

yours 
is the mad they wear 
like a feathered headdress 
to perform the rites at halftime

the bottom body brimming listlessly in this time
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postmodern
post-race
post bail 
posthaste

POST SCRIPT:
never promise a slave his freedom 
if you do not intend to grant it

it will lead to a level of distrust so deep
sooner or later he will not be able to stand it

sooner or later she will lose her respect 
for your standard
of beauty
of ethics
of oil

the faces at the bottom of the well 
have asked for water 
 and been given AIDS 
asked for medicine 
 and been given shovels

the waters are rising 

the earth 
is cracking 

in the shadows of the bottom-dwellers, an enigma is dancing

the bottom will change you
cause the question to fester---
  

 or  does  it  explode?

      
yessir
yessir
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